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An investigation has been conducted to determine the feasibility of safely separating the space shuttle orbiter (140A/B) from the top of a large carrier vehicle (the C-5 airplane) at subsonic speeds. The longitudinal equations of motion for both vehicles were numerically integrated using a digital computer program which incorporates experimentally derived interference aerodynamic data to analyze the separation maneuver for various initial conditions. From this study, separation of the space shuttle orbiter from a carrier vehicle was shown to be feasible for a range of dynamic-pressure and flight-path-angle conditions. By using an autopilot, the vehicle attitudes were held constant which ensured separation. Carrier-vehicle engine thrust, landing gear, and spoilers provide some flexibility in the separation maneuver.
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SUMMARY

The feasibility of separating the space shuttle orbiter from a large transport carrier vehicle at subsonic speeds has been determined. To analyze the separation maneuver, the longitudinal equations of motion for both vehicles were integrated by a digital computer program which uses interference aerodynamic data to compute the forces and moments acting on the vehicles. The effects of active controls, dynamic pressure, and flight-path angle on the separation maneuver were determined. Also, to maximize horizontal separation distance, various high-drag configurations of the carrier vehicle were studied.

The results of this study indicate that the separation of the space shuttle orbiter from a carrier vehicle is feasible for a range of dynamic-pressure and flight-path-angle conditions. Active controls are required to hold vehicle attitudes which ensure separation. A maximum horizontal separation distance was achieved with carrier-vehicle inboard engines in reverse thrust, outboard engines in idle thrust, and spoilers and landing gear deployed.

INTRODUCTION

Prior to 1971, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) investigated various ways to transport the space shuttle orbiter for both ferry and flight-test missions. One study conducted by the Lockheed-Georgia Company involved the C-5 Piggyback concept in which the C-5 airplane is used both as a ferry for the orbiter and as a launch platform during orbiter approach and landing tests. Wind-tunnel data obtained during that study are the basis for this investigation.

In order to perform the approach and landing tests, the orbiter must be safely separated from the large carrier airplane. This type of separation differs from other separation problems such as the separation of an external store from a parent vehicle, in which only the aerodynamic characteristics of the smaller external store are noticeably disturbed from nominal flight conditions. The separation of two vehicles of similar size can be mutually disturbing to the aerodynamic characteristics of both vehicles; therefore, it is necessary to analyze the motions of both vehicles by separation analyses. In reference 1 this type of problem is described, and a digital computer program, which uses the disturbed aerodynamics of each vehicle to numerically integrate the equations of motion, is discussed.
The purpose of this paper is to present the results of an analysis related to the separation of the 140A/B orbiter from the Lockheed C-5 airplane. The aerodynamic data used in this analysis (ref. 2), obtained in the Lockheed-Georgia Company Low-Speed Wind Tunnel, were measured with the vehicles in proximity. Only a longitudinal analysis was conducted since insufficient lateral-directional proximity data were obtained. The parameters investigated in this paper include dynamic pressure, flight-path angle, and orbiter incidence angle relative to the carrier vehicle. Also studied were the effects of active orbiter and carrier-vehicle controls on the separation maneuver.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

\( \bar{c} \) mean aerodynamic chord, m

\( C_D \) drag coefficient, \( \text{Drag}/q_\infty S \)

\( C_L \) lift coefficient, \( \text{Lift}/q_\infty S \)

\( C_m \) pitching-moment coefficient, \( \text{Pitching moment}/q_\infty S\bar{c} \)

\( C_{m\theta} \) damping in pitch, \( \partial C_m/\partial (\theta\bar{c}/2V), \text{rad}^{-1} \)

\( d \) horizontal separation distance, m (see fig. 10)

\( g \) gravitational acceleration, m/sec\(^2\)

\( h \) altitude, m

\( I_y \) mass moment of inertia about pitch axis, kg-m\(^2\)

\( K_1, K_2 \) autopilot gains

\( l \) reference length, m

\( M \) Mach number

\( m \) mass, kg

\( \bar{n} \) normal load factor, \( \text{Normal load}/g \)

\( \Delta\bar{n} \) difference between value of normal load factor for orbiter and value for carrier vehicle, \( \bar{n}_O - \bar{n}_C \)

\( q_\infty \) dynamic pressure, Pa

\( S \) reference wing area, m\(^2\)

\( t \) time, sec

\( V \) velocity, m/sec
\( x_{cg}, z_{cg} \) center of gravity coordinates, m
\( \Delta X, \Delta Z \) separation position variables, m (see fig. 2)
\( \alpha \) angle of attack, deg
\( \alpha_{com} \) commanded angle of attack for autopilot, deg
\( \alpha_i \) orbiter incidence angle relative to the carrier vehicle, \( \alpha_o - \alpha_c \), deg
\( \gamma \) flight-path angle, deg
\( \delta \) control deflection, deg
\( \delta_e \) deflection angle of C-5 elevator or orbiter elevon, positive with trailing edge down, deg
\( \delta_{e,max} \) maximum control deflection rate, \( \partial \delta_e / \partial t \), deg/sec
\( \theta \) pitch angle, deg
\( \dot{\theta} \) pitch rate, \( \partial \theta / \partial t \), deg/sec
\( \dot{\theta}_{com} \) commanded pitch rate for autopilot, deg/sec

**Subscripts:**

c carrier vehicle

**Abbreviations:**
c.g. center of gravity
WL water line

**DETAILS OF CONFIGURATIONS**

Sketches of the 140A/B space shuttle orbiter and C-5 carrier airplane in the mated ferry configuration are shown in figure 1. As illustrated, the carrier airplane is modified with a three-point support/release mechanism to accommodate the orbiter, and the space shuttle orbiter (ref. 3) was modified with a tail fairing to reduce base drag of the orbiter and flutter and buffeting on the carrier airplane tail. Structural details of the mated configuration are presented in reference 2. In the ferry position, the lower surface of the orbiter is approximately 2 m above the top of the carrier vehicle, and its horizontal axis is inclined at 0.5°. In the launch configuration, the orbiter rotates on its rear mounting points until the horizontal axis is inclined at the desired incidence angle. This rotation is attained by elevating the forward mounting
point. To achieve separation, the orbiter is released from all three mounting points simultaneously, and an aerodynamic separation is performed.

**METHOD OF ANALYSIS**

In reference 1, the analysis of the longitudinal separation of two vehicles in proximity to each other is described. Although the equations of motion are identical to a single body trajectory analysis, the computer program described in reference 1 uses a four-parameter look-up routine to determine the aerodynamic coefficients of each vehicle at each relative position and angular orientation during the trajectory. A pictorial representation of the actual separation motions of the vehicles is also presented in reference 1. This program was expanded to analyze both preseparation and separation maneuvers and also the effects of aerodynamic controls. For the preseparation maneuver, the forces, moments, and mass properties of the two vehicles were combined to represent the mated vehicle. The computer program simply integrated the equations of motion for two vehicles having characteristics identical to those of the mated vehicle. At launch, the vehicle characteristics were changed to represent the two separate vehicles with the initial launch conditions equal to the final prelaunch conditions.

Because insufficient lateral-directional proximity aerodynamic data were obtained during the wind-tunnel tests conducted by Lockheed-Georgia Company (ref. 2), only a longitudinal analysis was made in the present study. Table I indicates the angular orientation and relative positions (shown geometrically in fig. 2) of the vehicles for which the longitudinal aerodynamic data were obtained. For each position and incidence angle \( \alpha_i \), \( \alpha_c \) was varied from \(-8^\circ\) to \(15^\circ\). The proximity aerodynamic data obtained for the test orbiter were corrected to reflect the characteristics of a current orbiter configuration (ref. 3) by taking the difference between the proximity and interference-free characteristics and adding the result to the interference-free characteristics of the test orbiter. This correction resulted in the study characteristics for the 140A/B orbiter. The wind-tunnel drag data for both the orbiter and the carrier airplane were extrapolated to flight conditions by corrections to account for the difference in skin friction. Since the wind-tunnel data were obtained at a Mach number of 0.20, it was assumed that compressibility effects were negligible for the Mach number range of interest.

The separation computer numerically integrates the equations of motion for both vehicles. The values of the aerodynamic coefficients \( C_L \), \( C_D \), and \( C_m \) are obtained by a linear interpolation between discrete points of the four-parameter \((\alpha_c, \alpha_i, \Delta x, \Delta z)\) wind-tunnel aerodynamic data matrix at each integration step. Since control effectiveness only changed slightly for both vehicles from interference-free values to proximity values, the proximity control-effectiveness values shown in table II were used in the analysis and were assumed to be constant during the separation maneuver. The pitch dynamic-damping derivatives were also assumed to be constant during the separation maneuver and equal to the interference-free values. Reference 4 indicates that this assumption is valid with the vehicles oscillating in phase with each other during separation. Since the elapsed time from release to separation or collision
is on the order of 6 sec or less, the mass of each vehicle and the thrust of the carrier airplane were assumed to remain unchanged during the maneuver.

For most separation trajectory calculations, a simple attitude-hold autopilot was used for each vehicle to command angle of attack and to maintain pitch rate at zero. The autopilot was simulated by a rate and displacement control system represented by

$$\delta_e = K_1(\dot{\theta} - \dot{\theta}_{com}) + K_2(\alpha - \alpha_{com})$$

where $\dot{\theta}$ is the pitch rate, $\alpha$ is the angle of attack, and $K_1$ and $K_2$ are control gains. The term $\delta_e$ represents the angular deflection of either the elevator of the carrier vehicle or the elevon of the orbiter.

The mated-vehicle flight envelope is presented in figure 3 for three different combined mass and incidence angle conditions. The boundaries were calculated by use of the mated-vehicle aerodynamics, and they represent a service ceiling for a static rate of climb of 30 m/sec. Based on this envelope, a baseline Mach number of 0.525 and an altitude of 6.1 km were selected for the initial conditions for the separation analysis. The aerodynamic parameters and vehicle characteristics that were assumed to be constant during the trajectory are given in table III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial Conditions

For a successful separation, the normal load factor on the orbiter must be greater than that on the carrier vehicle. The normal loadings on both vehicles in the launch configuration are shown in figure 4 for the baseline conditions established in figure 3 and a given control setting. Above the line at which both vehicles have identical loadings ($\Delta n = 0$), the vehicles are initially separating, since the load factor on the orbiter is greater than that on the carrier vehicle. The initial separation criteria for the attitudes $\alpha_c$ and $\alpha_i$ are established by this loading diagram. These attitude criteria are necessary conditions but not complete conditions for separation, since horizontal and rotational effects are not included.

Initial Separation Studies

The initial separation trajectories presented in figure 5 use the initial conditions of table III and figure 3. The vehicles begin their separation maneuver in straight and level equilibrium flight. The carrier vehicle is in a high-drag configuration with reverse thrust from inboard engines, idle thrust from outboard engines, spoilers deployed, and the elevator set at 5.5° to trim the mated configuration. The orbiter elevons are initially set at 5°. The initial vehicle attitudes are selected to achieve initial separation as given by figure 4 ($\alpha_0 = 5.5^\circ$, $\alpha_i = 9^\circ$). The controls for both vehicles remain fixed. At the beginning of the simulation, the orbiter is released from the carrier vehicle, and the vehicles initially separate. Since the vehicles, with controls
fixed, are instantaneously out of trim after the orbiter is released, they begin to pitch toward each other. Collision occurs between 2 and 3 sec.

To correct this problem, an attitude-hold autopilot, represented by equation (1), was employed. When the baseline conditions were used as a starting point and the autopilot was utilized to command the controls, a safe separation did occur. Figure 6 is a time history for the active-control maneuver. The commanded angles of attack for the orbiter and carrier vehicle are 14° and 2°, respectively, and the commanded pitch rate is 0 deg/sec for both vehicles. The maximum control deflection rate for both vehicles is limited to 20 deg/sec, and control deflection range is limited to ±20°. After the orbiter is released, the autopilot moves the controls so that each vehicle seeks \( \alpha_{\text{com}} \) and \( \dot{\theta}_{\text{com}} \); after approximately 3.5 sec, the orbiter is free of the carrier vehicle and the controls reach a steady condition. In this steady-state condition, there is an error between the actual and commanded \( \dot{\theta} \) and \( \alpha \). At this point for the carrier vehicle, \( \dot{\theta} \) is -0.61 deg/sec and \( \alpha \) is 4.03°. With autopilot gains \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) equal to 20 and 6, respectively, the resulting \( \delta_e \) from equation (1) is equal to 0°. The gains were varied in an attempt to achieve greater accuracy, with little success. Even a more sophisticated control system could not eliminate this error, because the vehicles are not in an equilibrium glide condition. The simple control system represented by equation (1) was able to control the vehicles sufficiently to achieve separation and is used in the following analysis.

Preseparation Maneuver

Although successful separation of the orbiter from the carrier vehicle has been shown, this separation trajectory occurs only for one set of initial conditions. Before the orbiter is released from the carrier vehicle, a series of preseparation events must occur to ensure safe separation. A typical separation maneuver was simulated to determine its effect on initial conditions. Figure 7 is an illustration of this trajectory. The mated vehicles are initially flying straight and level with \( \alpha_i \) equal to 9°. For positive horizontal separation, the drag force on the carrier vehicle must be greater than that of the orbiter. Therefore at 14 sec before launch, the inboard engines of the carrier vehicle are put in reverse thrust and the outboard engines are throttled to idle thrust. To ensure initial vertical separation, the carrier-vehicle spoilers are deployed 4 sec later to increase \( \Delta n \) by decreasing carrier-vehicle lift. An arbitrary delay of 8 sec is assumed before the orbiter is released in order to allow the flow about the vehicles to stabilize. The orbiter is then released and moves free of the carrier vehicle with the aid of active controls. At the time of launch, Mach number, altitude, and flight-path angle have varied from the conditions of straight and level flight which existed before the preseparation events were initiated.

Effect of Flight-Path Angle and Dynamic Pressure

The flight-path angle has a negligible effect on the separation trajectory as shown in figure 8 which illustrates just the separation displacement of the orbiter center of gravity relative to the center of gravity of the carrier vehi-
The boundary in figure 8 represents a 1.75-m minimum clearance between the orbiter and the carrier vehicle. The variation in vehicle trajectory for different initial values of flight-path angle ($\gamma = 0^\circ$ and $-16^\circ$) is due to the effect of gravity. The gravitational acceleration of the vehicles in a dive ($\gamma = -16^\circ$) increases the velocity of the vehicles, thus increasing the dynamic pressure. Because the time between the launch and the orbiter clearing the tail of the carrier vehicle is small ($\approx 3$ sec), there is little velocity increase due to gravity.

In the present analysis, compressibility effects are neglected, since the proximity data were available only at Mach 0.20. Therefore, the effects of Mach number and altitude on the separation trajectory were related by an examination of the effects of dynamic pressure. The effect of changing the dynamic pressure by $\pm 20$ percent from the nominal condition is shown in figure 9. The separation trajectory is nearly the same for each case, but the rate of separation varies directly with dynamic pressure.

**Horizontal Separation**

To increase the horizontal separation of the vehicles, either the drag of the carrier vehicle must be increased or the drag of the orbiter must be decreased. Since the drag on the orbiter with a tail fairing cannot be significantly reduced, the effect of increasing horizontal separation by increasing carrier-vehicle drag was investigated by using various thrust schemes and by retracting or deploying the landing gear. To determine the effect of various devices that increase carrier-vehicle drag, a horizontal separation distance $d$ is defined in figure 10 as the clearance between the carrier-vehicle tail and the orbiter tail fairing, measured with the orbiter level with the top of the carrier-vehicle tail. As shown in figure 10, maximum separation distance was accomplished with inboard engines in reverse thrust (137,000 N), outboard engines in idle thrust (36,000 N), and landing gear deployed. The spoilers produce only a small increase in drag; however, they have a significant effect on vertical separation as a result of the reduction in carrier-vehicle lift. (See table II.)

**Separation Envelope**

A potential launch envelope based on the results from the separation analysis is illustrated in figure 11. The envelope is constructed with three boundaries. The separation boundary is developed from the fact that the orbiter will separate from the carrier vehicle if $\Delta h$ is greater than zero, when active controls are assumed to be used on both vehicles and the carrier vehicle is assumed to be in a high-drag configuration. The thrust-limit boundary represents the maximum $\alpha_i$ for which the carrier-vehicle thrust can maintain straight and level flight at the given Mach number, altitude, and weight condition (thrust limit). The final boundary is the minimum design load factor that Lockheed-Georgia Company placed on the mated configuration, based on structural considerations. This launch envelope encloses a range of vehicle attitudes for which a successful separation can occur; thus, there is some flexibility in the pre-launch and launch maneuvers.
CONCLUSIONS

A study has been conducted to determine the feasibility of separating the space shuttle orbiter from a large transport carrier vehicle at subsonic speeds. The longitudinal equations of motion for both vehicles were integrated by a digital computer program using interference aerodynamic data to determine separation feasibility. From this study, the following conclusions have been made:

1. Based on the available aerodynamic data, separation of the orbiter from a carrier vehicle is feasible for various dynamic-pressure and flight-path-angle conditions.

2. Both flight-path angle and dynamic pressure have negligible effects on the separation trajectory, but dynamic pressure has a direct relationship on the rate of separation.

3. To ensure safe separation, active controls are required to hold vehicle attitudes during separation.

4. The largest horizontal separation distance resulted with carrier-vehicle inboard engines in reverse thrust, outboard engines in idle thrust, and spoilers and landing gear deployed.

Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
April 28, 1977
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### TABLE I. - ORBITER INCIDENCE ANGLES AND RELATIVE POSITIONS AT WHICH AERODYNAMIC DATA WERE OBTAINED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \Delta Z / \ell_c )</th>
<th>( \alpha_i ) at ( \Delta X / \ell_c ) of 0.0</th>
<th>( \alpha_i ) at ( \Delta X / \ell_c ) of 0.04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.5, 5.5, 7.5, 10.0</td>
<td>0.5, 5.5, 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.5, 5.5, 10.0</td>
<td>0.5, 5.5, 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5, 5.5, 10.0</td>
<td>0.5, 5.5, 7.5, 10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. - CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control surface</th>
<th>Interference free</th>
<th>Proximity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( C_{L_\delta} )</td>
<td>( C_{m_\delta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbiter elevon</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-5 elevator</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-5 horizontal tail</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-5 spoilers</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamic parameters and vehicle characteristics</td>
<td>Carrier vehicle</td>
<td>Orbiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$, m$^2$</td>
<td>576.0</td>
<td>249.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$, kg</td>
<td>247 200</td>
<td>70 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_Y$, kg-m$^2$</td>
<td>$37.22 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$6.87 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{cg}$</td>
<td>$0.222\bar{y}_c$</td>
<td>$0.651_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{cg}$, WL, m</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{m\delta}$, rad$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-32</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{e}$, m</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c$, m</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_0$, m</td>
<td></td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Mated configuration. Dimensions are in meters.
Figure 2.- Separation parameters.
Selected launch conditions

$m = 317\,500\,\text{kg}$
$
\alpha_i = 7.5^\circ$

$m = 317\,500\,\text{kg}$
$
\alpha_i = 10^\circ$

$m = 348\,900\,\text{kg}$
$
\alpha_i = 10^\circ$

Figure 3.- Mated-vehicle flight envelope.
Figure 4.—Normal load factor diagram defining initial launch attitudes.

Initial launch conditions: $m_c = 247,200$ kg; $m_o = 70,300$ kg; $h = 6.1$ km; $M = 0.525$; carrier vehicle $\delta_e = 0^\circ$ and spoilers up.
Fixed controls

Collision at $t = 2.3$ sec

Active controls

$t = 0$ sec       $t = 3$ sec       $t = 6$ sec

Figure 5.- Initial separation studies showing effect of active controls. Initial launch conditions: $m_c = 247200$ kg; $m_o = 70300$ kg; $h = 6.1$ km; $M = 0.525$; and high-drag carrier configuration.
Figure 6. - Autopilot control history.

- **$\delta_e$, deg**
  - Carrier vehicle
  - Orbiter
  - $\delta_{e, max} = 20$ deg/sec

- **$\alpha$, deg**
  - $\alpha_{com,o} = 14^\circ$
  - $\alpha_{com,c} = 2^\circ$

- **$\dot{\theta}$, deg/sec**
  - $\dot{\theta}_{com,c} = \dot{\theta}_{com,o} = 0$ deg/sec
Thrust procedures initiated:
Reverse thrust - inboard engines
Idle thrust - outboard engines

Deploy spoilers
Delay to stabilize flow

t = -14 sec
h = 6.1 km
M = 0.525
\gamma = 0^\circ
\alpha_i = 9^\circ

t = -10 sec

t = -8 sec

Launch

-t = 0 sec
h = 6.0 km
M = 0.469
\gamma = -7.7^\circ
\alpha_i = 9^\circ

t = 3 sec

t = 6 sec

Figure 7.- Launch maneuver sequence. Launch conditions: \( m_c = 247 \text{ 200 kg} \) and \( m_o = 70 \text{ 300 kg} \).
Figure 8.- Effect of flight-path angle on separation trajectory.
Figure 9.- Effect of dynamic pressure on separation trajectory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$q_\infty$, Pa</th>
<th>$\Delta \tilde{n}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 192</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 976</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 775</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrust - inboard engines</td>
<td>Thrust - outboard engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>Idle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse</td>
<td>Idle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse</td>
<td>Idle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10.- Variation of horizontal separation distance. Launch conditions: \( m_o = 247 \text{ 200 kg; } \) \( m_o = 70 \text{ 300 kg; } h = 6.1 \text{ km; and } M = 0.525. \)
Figure 11.- Potential launch envelope for safe separation. Initial launch conditions: \( m_c = 247200 \text{ kg}; \ m_o = 70300 \text{ kg}; \ h = 6.1 \text{ km}; \) and \( M = 0.525 \).
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